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Introduction
Welcome to the Pureline® Product Branding Standards Guide. This at-aglance guide provides the fundamentals you need for using and maintaining Pureline’s brand standards. Please share this guide with your staff and
partners. It contains the key principles governing use and application of
your company’s corporate identity.
Why is this Guide Important?
The Pureline product identity is a tangible key asset used in communication with key partners and clients. You play an important role in protecting
and enhancing the Pureline’s brand image. To achieve the best representation of the Pureline identity, please follow these guidelines carefully.
If you have questions or are unsure about how to implement the standards in this guide, please contact the marketing department:
Brian Lawson, (503) 723-5068
brianl@superavet.com
or…
The Oakmont Group
media@theoakmontgroup.com
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The Product Identity System
One of the most important ways to establish the visual brand is a consistent use of the Pureline name, logo and secondary graphic elements. They
are symbols (visual representations) that instantly remind everyone of Pureline. The combination of the logo, tagline, color palette, design templates
and imagery are all valuable brand assets. Consistency and uniformity are
essential.
Goals of the Product Identity System
The goals of The Product Identity System are to:
• Represent Pureline as a single and unique product.
• Be clear, consistent, concise and directive in messaging.
• Exhibit an environment of teamwork.
• Direct a range of media, from electronic to print, and from low production value to high.
• Provide a flexible framework that allows communications to remain
both fresh and adaptable.
Essential Elements of the Product Identity System
Mark. The central element of the Pureline Product Identity System consists of the waves symbol and corresponding logotype. This mark is the
focal point and point of reference for all visual communication within and
without the company.
Typography. Consisting of Myriad Pro in its various typefaces and Arial
as an alternate font. Consistent use of corporate typography aligns with,
supports and strengthens company communications. Alternate general
system fonts are recommended for internal use.
Color Palette. The color palette outlined is unique to this Product Identity
System.
Photography. Imagery is key for visual branding. Primary imagery should
feature real people actively participating in everyday activities as well as
some static imagery. Secondary imagery may be screened back for effect.
When appropriate, conceptual photos may also be used.
The only place to obtain these essential Product Identity elements is from
Corporate Communications. Please contact:
Brian Lawson, (503) 723-5068
blawson@superavet.com
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Scope of Communications.
• Brochures
• Advertisements and Announcements
• Presentation materials
• Direct mail
• Posters
• Web site
• Email Marketing
• Trade Show
• Apparel
Various factors affect the size, color, and other specifications of a printed
communication. The budget, priority, and purpose of a piece are some of
these factors. Certain collateral pieces may have a higher production level
while transactional or informational pieces may have lower production
levels. To that end, the communications spectrum provides for a range of
production levels and provides a design framework that reflects a communication’s needs. These production levels are High, Medium, and Low.

High Production

Medium Production

Low Production

Communications with the
highest priority and budget.
May include large brochures,
important direct-mail pieces, etc.

Communications with a
lower priority and budget.
May include posters, fact sheets,
postcards, etc.

Communications requiring
the least cost. Forms and templates
may fall into this category.

Printing with 4-6 colors.

Printing with 4 colors.

Printing with 1-2 colors
or electronic delivery.

High Production
• Communications with the highest priority and budget. May include
all collateral pieces.
• Printing with 4–6 colors (four color process plus up to two coatings
or Pantone colors).
Medium Production
• Communications at a lower priority and budget; or at the business
unit or program levels, perhaps as companion pieces to a High
Production piece.
• Printing with 4 colors (4-color process) or two Pantone colors or Black
and a Pantone color.
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Scope of Communications (continued)

Low Production
• Communications with the lowest priority and/or requiring the least
cost.
• Printing with 1-2 colors (generally corporate colors.
• Often a Low Production piece may not have the budget and/or need
for imagery. In instances where images are utilized, they can be
printed as single-color halftones or duotones (two colors).

The Product Mark
Mark – The Pureline® waves and logotype are the most visible and recognizable elements of the product identity system. The mark should always
be used correctly and consistently. It should appear at least once on every
communication that falls within the Corporate Branding System, and must
be represented according to the examples shown below.
Colors – The mark must always be colored appropriately according to the
color schemes represented below.
• Black and white, for coarse black and white reproduction.
• Grayscale, for finer black and white reproduction.
• Spot color coated, for lower budget brochures, product sheets and
flyers.
• Spot color uncoated, for reproduction of corporate stationery and
forms.
• CMYK or “full-color” reproduction of collateral and other multi-color
applications.
• RGB for transmissive media such as Web and other new-media applications.
Black and White

Grayscale
60% Black & 40% Black
Black (tm)
Two Color Coated
Blue Pantone 639C
Green Pantone 361C
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Black and White

Grayscale
60% Black & 40% Black
Black (tm)
Two Color Coated
Blue Pantone 639C
Green Pantone 361C
Two Color Uncoated
Blue Pantone 639U
Green Pantone 361U
Four Color Process (coated)
Blue - C-100, M-1, Y-5, K-5
Green - C-75, M-0, Y-100, K-0
Four Color Process (un-coated)
Blue - C-95, M-1, Y-11, K-2
Green - C-55, M-0, Y-87, K-0
RGB
Blue - R-0, G-153, B-204 HTML-0099CC
Green - R-52, G-178, B-51 HTML-34B233
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Guidelines for Use

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Reverse – The Pureline® mark may be reversed out of a black or solid colored background as shown (reference suggested color palette), but not out
of a textured or vignetted or low-contrast background.
Backgrounds – It is permissible to use a solid background color behind
the Pureline mark as long as the contrast varies enough to distinctly separate from the background color. However, it is not permissible to use the
logo on a textured or photographic background unless the background
behind the logo (including the “clear zone”) is uniform and conforms to the
contrast rule above.
It is appropriate to use a subtle contrasting glow behind the mark to further separate from the background as long as the glow remains subtle and
does not become a commanding element.

Not Permitted

Not Permitted

Placement – The relationship between the logotype and waves is fixed
and should not be altered. The logo may not be manipulated, adjusted,
distorted, colorized, or otherwise changed in any way.
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Corporate Mark and Tagline - Guidelines for Use (continued)

x

x

x

x

Separation – The symbol and logotype should never be separated and
the elements should never be used separately.

3/4”

Clear Zone – The mark must be protected from visual confusion and
experimentation. The clear zone (or protected area) is the area around the
mark that should not be spatially violated by any other graphic elements.
The distance is based on the height of the logotype from baseline to the
top of the ascender as shown in the example at left.
Minimum Size – Graphic quality of the mark degrades with decreasing
size. Therefore, the logo, in its entirety, should never be reduced to less
than 3/4” wide. The logo with the tagline should never be reduced to less
than 3/4” tall.
Maximum Size – There are no maximum size limitations for the mark.
Enlargements should be taken from vector artwork files to retain the clarity and integrity of the logotype and waves. Care must be taken to ensure
that the aspect ratios of the logo remain unaltered.
Use With Other Logos – When designing promotions or event signatures
that incorporate the Pureline® identity, the mark may appear in proximity
to these designs and in conjunction with other company logos, but a clear
visual separation should be made.
Headlines and Body Copy – The Pureline identity is both a symbol and a
specific piece of artwork. It is not a word or something that can be reproduced or legally protected in any other typeface. Never use the mark in
headlines, body copy, or as part of another word.
When ‘Pureline’ is used in the body of copy, it should be typeset in the
same typeface as the surrounding copy. In addition, it should not be used
in singular or as part of coined words.
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Typography
Supera Corporate Fonts:
Myriad Pro
Light

abcdefg ABCDEFG 1234567890

Light Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 1234567890

To ensure a consistent “look and feel” for Pureline, the following typefaces
should be used in all marketing communications. The primary font for use
with all Pureline® communications is Myriad Pro.
The clean sans-serif lines of the Myriad family will reproduce well both in
print and new media.

Regular

Generally, use Myriad Pro Semibold for headlines and sub-headlines and
Myriad Pro Regular and Italic for body copy.

Italic

Where to Obtain the Typefaces

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456789

abcdefg ABCDEFG 1234567890

Semibold

abcdefg ABCDEFG 12345678

Semibold Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456789

Bold

abcdefg ABCDEFG 1234567

Myriad Pro – The Myriad Pro font sets are available from Adobe and ship
with Adobe’s Creative Suite software.
Arial – The Arial typeface is distributed with both Windows and Macintosh
operating systems and software.

Bold Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 12345678

Black

abcdefg ABCDEFG 1234567

Black Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 12345678

Substitute Fonts:
When developing professional communications
for the company, the primary faces should always
be used. However, for internal communications, in
situations where the primary faces are not readily
available, Arial may be used as a substitute.

Arial
Arial Regular

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456

Arial Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456

Arial Bold

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456

Arial Bold Italic

abcdefg ABCDEFG 123456
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The Oakmont Group
4500 Kruse Way, Suite 100
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
503.699.0230 Tel
503.699.0603 Fax
www.theoakmontgroup.com

Pureline Color Palette
Pure & Clean
Pure Blue
Pantone 639C
100/1/5/5 0099CC

Color Palette
The extended color palette complements the Pureline® identity system.
This look and feel is based on bold, substantive colors. The palette offers
flexibility, but the goal should be that of a bold, dynamic, conservative,
contemporary, and approachable look and feel.

Clean Green
Pantone 361C
75/0/100/0 34B233

There are two primary corporate colors as indicated to the left. Additionally, a Pentagram Balanced Color Set has been completed to complement
the base color set.

Black
60% Black
40% Black

Pantone®Matching System (PMS) – The numbers in each color block
refer to a industry color specification standard for printing applications.

Secondary Color Palette

Note: Colors have been specified to print on coated or uncoated paper stock.
Please refer to actual PMS color chips for true color accuracy and display.

Pentagram Balance

Pure Blue – Pantone 639 C
100/1/5/5 0/153/204 0099CC

CMYK – The CMYK breakdowns specified are based on the Pantone Process Color Selector Guide color breakdowns and will not exactly match
current Adobe Creative Suite cmyk color breakdowns.
RGB – Both RGB and hexidecimal breakdowns are provided for use in Web
and new media.

Clean Green – Pantone 361 C
75/0/100/0 52/178/51 34B233

Light Orange – Pantone 7409 C
0/33/98/0 238/175/0 F2AF00

Dusk Violet – Pantone 254 C
52/96/0/0 149/45/152 952D98

Deep Red – Pantone 485 C
0/93/95 213/43/30 D52B1E

CMYK Full Color Reproduction
Cyan Magenta Yellow Black

RGBReproduction
Red

Green

Blue
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Iconography
Used in collateral (primarily product sheets) and electronic media to draw
viewer attention to important categories or types of information.
Attention doctor -

Practice benefit -

Cost savings -

Medical consideration -

News you can use -

Note -

Video -

White Paper -

Smart Phone -
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Photography
Within the Pureline® Identity System, the leading section of a communications piece (the brochure cover, poster, e-mail banner, postcard front, etc.)
will feature one prominent lifestyle image. Depending on the content,
concept and/or needs of a piece, the appropriate image will be selected.
Whenever possible, product shots should be shown in context or with human/animal subjects as a way to personalize the experience and build an
ideal in the mind of our audience(s).
Client Images
The use of photographic imagery featuring real people and pets in various
activities is the recommended way to make all marketing communications
more personal and resonant. Diversity should be stressed, and a crosssection of cultures, audiences and appropriate activities should be shown.
Content – The images should convey the upbeat, and dynamic atmosphere with an emphasis on the aspect of teamwork. In this vein, there
should be no less than 1 individual in a given image. Within this framework however, it is acceptable for a image to focus or emphasize one subject rather than multiple. This emphasis can be achieved either through
placement (i.e. foreground/background) or scale.
Tone and Styling – The tone of the image should be determined based
on its relevance to the content of the piece on which it is featured (i.e. serious or businesslike versus casual or fun), while the styling of the image—the
manner in which it is art directed and shot—should feel more loose and
candid rather than staged. When possible, the background should be in
soft-focus, and the subject kept in sharp-focus. The resulting image would
have an observed, fly-on-the-wall quality: a captured moment.
Product – Total product images will generally have the backgrounds k/o,
with appropriate drop shadows. Feature, or close-up shots will generally
have a 60% gray background to highlight the equipment.
Production: High/Medium Production—Images print with 4-color process. Low Production—Images print with 1–2 colors (duotones or halftones using black).
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Print Specifications
While various print communications will require various papers for reproduction, the stock listing is as follows:
Collateral
Product Sheets - 100# Topkote Dull Text w/flood dull aqueous coating
Presentation Folders - 100# Topkote Dull Cover w/flood dull aqueous
coating
Brochures - 80# Topkote Dull Cover w/flood dull aqueous coating
The stock for collateral communication should be Topkote Dull in either a
text or cover weight depending on the application. Full-color process printing
should be used to carry the complete brand standards. A dull aqueous coating
will provide a rich satiny finish and reduce glare from overhead lighting.
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Sample Product Sheet

Start Saving Today with the
Pureline® M6000 Anesthesia Machine
with Oxygen Concentrator.

M6000

Stop paying for tanks, refills, and deliveries. Stop wasting time
on tank billing, scheduling, management, and maintenance.
Instead, get your oxygen for free, the natural way—from the air.

Savings for you, safety for your patients.
Pureline® pays for
in as little
one year.
Supera Anesthesia Innovations
isitself
proud
to as
bring
the
By eliminating the cost of oxygen tank rental or purchase, refills
revolutionary Pureline®
M6000
with
oxygen
(Overy
2) concentrator
and delivery,
management,
Pureline
can pay for itself
quickly. We’ve calculated these sample yearly savings based on
to veterinarians in theanU.S.
thedoctor
firstpractice,
time.
Whilefoursimilar
averagefor
three-to-four
using anesthesia
hours a day at an average flow rate of 2 lpm, five days a week.
machines have been in use in Europe for years, Supera has
Using H Tanks
Using E Tanks
perfected the technology, added safety features, and now
is making this money-saving equipment available here. The
built-in E-tank manifold allows mobile use of the machine
without power. It also protects your patient in case of a power
No extras to buy,Machine
easy operation
too. O2 Concentrator
failure. The Pureline Anesthesia
with
• No tanks, hoses, regulators to buy, store,
or replace—ever
is FDA approved, UL tested,
and backed by the industry’s best
• Oxygen is “on demand”—never run out
warranty—a full ten years.of a supply of oxygen
Yearly usage

124,800 liters

E tank volume

Tanks per year*
Refill per tank

Weekly delivery
(52 per year)

TOTAL per machine

680 liters

184

$20.00

$1,040.00

$4,720.00

M6000 - $4,995 ÷ 4,720 = 12 months

Yearly usage

124,800 liters

H tank volume

Includes patented pressure relief
valve to ensure pet safety; with
just a press of the ventilation
button, you can instantly restrict
the pressure to a safe level, while
effectively ventilating the patient.

Heavy-duty shelf holds
all monitor types safely
and securely.

7,051 liters

Tanks per year

18

Refill + delivery /tank

$80.00

Tank rental /year

TOTAL per machine

by Supera Anesthesia
Innovations, LLC

$110.50

$1,550.50

M6000 - $4,995 ÷1,550 = 3.2 years

Stability by design—
weight is centered
within the frame.

• Accepts all types of vaporizers
• 0-4 lpm precision flow meter

• Extracts medical-grade
• Easy on/off;oxygen
controls are large(USP93%)
and easily accessible from the air
• Sturdy chassis and low center of gravity for extreme
and delivers it on
demand
stability
• Small 18” square footprint saves valuable floor space

• Energy efficient; average
cents a day
to operate
• Adult, pediatric,12
and non-rebreathing
circuits included
• Heavy-duty rebreathing bags included

• Quiet
40-dBA operation use
• Built specifically for
veterinary

• Simple, durable, maintenance-free valves

standard E tank for backup and oxygen flush
• FDA approved, UL• Uses
tested
Learn more about how Pureline can benefit any veterinary
• Audible and illuminated
safety
alerts
practice on our website:
www.superavet.com/pureline

• Backup oxygen supply with oxygen flush

Formerly LEI Medical

(503) 723-5068 or (877) 620-1500 toll-free
info@superavet.com

12330 S.E. Highway 212, Clackamas, OR 97015
• Made in the USA, state-of-the-art manufacturing
©2013 Supera Anesthesia Innovations. All Rights Reserved. Produced in USA. 31404a

• Industry-best 10-Year Warranty

Pureline pays for itself in as little as one year.
M6000
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